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This vivid oral snapshot of an America that planted the blues is full of rhythmic grace. From the son of a sharecropper to an
itinerant bluesman, Honeyboy's stories of good friends Charlie Patton, Big Walter Horton, Little Walter Jacobs, and Robert
Johnson are a godsend to blues fans. History buffs will marvel at his unique perspective and firsthand accounts of the 1927
Mississippi River flood, vagrancy laws, makeshift courts in the back of seed stores, plantation life, and the Depression.
American folklife is steeped in world cultures, or invented as new culture, always evolving, yet often practiced as it was created
many years or even centuries ago. This fascinating encyclopedia explores the rich and varied cultural traditions of folklife in
America - from barn raisings to the Internet, tattoos, and Zydeco - through expressions that include ritual, custom, crafts,
architecture, food, clothing, and art. Featuring more than 350 A-Z entries, "Encyclopedia of American Folklife" is wide-ranging and
inclusive. Entries cover major cities and urban centers; new and established immigrant groups as well as native Americans;
American territories, such as Guam and Samoa; major issues, such as education and intellectual property; and expressions of
material culture, such as homes, dress, food, and crafts. This encyclopedia covers notable folklife areas as well as general
regional categories. It addresses religious groups (reflecting diversity within groups such as the Amish and the Jews), age groups
(both old age and youth gangs), and contemporary folk groups (skateboarders and psychobillies) - placing all of them in the vivid
tapestry of folklife in America. In addition, this resource offers useful insights on folklife concepts through entries such as
"community and group" and "tradition and culture." The set also features complete indexes in each volume, as well as a
bibliography for further research.
Steppin' on the BluesThe Visible Rhythms of African American DanceUniversity of Illinois Press
An interdisciplinary look Alpha Kappa Alpha (AKA), the first historically Black sorority.
The Blues Encyclopedia is the first full-length authoritative Encyclopedia on the Blues as a musical form. While other books have
collected biographies of blues performers, none have taken a scholarly approach. A to Z in format, this Encyclopedia covers not
only the performers, but also musical styles, regions, record labels and cultural aspects of the blues, including race and gender
issues. Special attention is paid to discographies and bibliographies.
This book traces the deployment of intermedial aesthetics in the works of early twentieth-century female performers. By
destabilizing medial and genre boundaries, these women created compelling and meaningful performances that negotiated turn-ofthe-century American social and cultural issues.
Winner of the 2004 C. Hugh Holman Award from the Society for the Study of Southern Literature. Seems Like Murder Here offers
a revealing new account of the blues tradition. Far from mere laments about lost loves and hard times, the blues emerge in this
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provocative study as vital responses to spectacle lynchings and the violent realities of African American life in the Jim Crow South.
With brilliant interpretations of both classic songs and literary works, from the autobiographies of W. C. Handy, David Honeyboy
Edwards, and B. B. King to the poetry of Langston Hughes and the novels of Zora Neale Hurston, Seems Like Murder Here will
transform our understanding of the blues and its enduring power.
Issues in African American Music: Power, Gender, Race, Representation is a collection of twenty-one essays by leading scholars,
surveying vital themes in the history of African American music. Bringing together the viewpoints of ethnomusicologists, historians,
and performers, these essays cover topics including the music industry, women and gender, and music as resistance, and explore
the stories of music creators and their communities. Revised and expanded to reflect the latest scholarship, with six all-new
essays, this book both complements the previously published volume African American Music: An Introduction and stands on its
own. Each chapter features a discography of recommended listening for further study. From the antebellum period to the present,
and from classical music to hip hop, this wide-ranging volume provides a nuanced introduction for students and anyone seeking to
understand the history, social context, and cultural impact of African American music.

Blues: The Basics offers a concise introduction to a century of the blues. Organized chronologically, it focuses on the
major eras in the growth and development of this popular musical style. Material includes: a definition of the blues and
the major genres within it key artists such as Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, Robert Johnson and Blind Lemon Jefferson key
recordings Complete with timelines and suggestions for further investigation, this fascinating overview is ideal for
students and interested listeners.
"The Jazz Tradition and Black Vernacular Dance explores the complex intersections between jazz music and popular
dance over the last hundred-plus years. It aims to show how popular entertainment and cultures of social dancing were
crucial to jazz music's formation and development, but it also investigates the processes through which jazz music came
to earn a reputation as a "legitimate" art form better suited for still, seated listening. Through the concept of
"choreographies of listening," the book explores amateur and professional jazz dancers' relationships with jazz music and
musicians as jazz's soundscapes and choreoscapes were forged through close contact and mutual creative exchange.
The book's later chapters also critically unpack the aesthetic and political negotiations through which jazz music
supposedly distanced itself from dancing bodies. As musicians and critics sought to secure institutional space for jazz
within America's body-averse academic and high-art cultures, an intentional severance from the dancing body proved
crucial to jazz's re-positioning as a form of autonomous, elite art. Fusing little-discussed material from diverse historical
and contemporary sources with the author's own years of experience as a social jazz dancer, this book seeks to advance
participatory dance and embodied practice as central topics of analysis in jazz studies. As it tells the rich, untold story of
jazz as popular dance music, this book also exposes how
American anxieties about bodies and a broad cultural
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privileging of the cerebral over the corporeal have shaped efforts to "elevate" expressive forms such as jazz to elite
status"-The challenges of interracial fieldwork
But the book also uncovers a host of marginalized figures - from the South Asian dancer Mohammed Ismail, to the
African American pantomimist Johnny Hudgins, to the African American blues singer Alberta Hunter, to the white
burlesque dancer Faith Dane - who were equally interested in positioning themselves as subjects rather than objects of
property, as possessive individuals rather than exchangeable commodities. Choreographic copyright, the book argues,
has been a site for the reinforcement of gendered white privilege as well as for challenges to it.
This four-volume encyclopedia contains compelling and comprehensive information on African American popular culture
that will be valuable to high school students and undergraduates, college instructors, researchers, and general readers. •
Contains writings from 100 contributing authors, all identified in a separate listing • Includes a chronology placing pivotal
events—such as the beginning of black baseball, the modern Civil Rights Movement, and the Harlem Renaissance—in
historical context • Depicts key places, events, and people through photographs as well as words • Provides a list of
black radio programs and movies
Examining social and popular dance forms from a variety of critical and cultural perspectives
The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Cultural and Intellectual History brings together in one two-volume set the record
of the nation's values, aspirations, anxieties, and beliefs as expressed in both everyday life and formal bodies of thought.
Over the past twenty years, the field of cultural history has moved to the center of American historical studies, and has
come to encompass the experiences of ordinary citizens in such arenas as reading and religious practice as well as the
accomplishments of prominent artists and writers. Some of the most imaginative scholarship in recent years has
emerged from this burgeoning field. The scope of the volume reflects that development: the encyclopedia incorporates
popular entertainment ranging from minstrel shows to video games, middlebrow ventures like Chautauqua lectures and
book clubs, and preoccupations such as "Perfectionism" and "Wellness" that have shaped Americans' behavior at
various points in their past and that continue to influence attitudes in the present. The volumes also make available
recent scholarly insights into the writings of political scientists, philosophers, feminist theorists, social reformers, and
other thinkers whose works have furnished the underpinnings of Americans' civic activities and personal concerns.
Anyone wishing to understand the hearts and minds of the inhabitants of the United States from the early days of
settlement to the twenty-first century will find the encyclopedia invaluable.
At the turn of the twentieth century, black fraternities and sororities, also known as Black Greek-Letter Organizations
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(BGLOs), were an integral part of what W.E.B. Du Bois called the "talented tenth." This was the top ten percent of the
black community that would serve as a cadre of educated, upper-class, motivated individuals who acquired the
professional credentials, skills, and capital to assist the race to attain socio-economic parity. Today, however, BGLOs
struggle to find their place and direction in a world drastically different from the one that witnessed their genesis. In recent
years, there has been a growing body of scholarship on BGLOs. This collection of essays seeks to push those who think
about BGLOs to engage in more critically and empirically based analysis. This book also seeks to move BGLO members
and those who work with them beyond conclusions based on hunches, conventional wisdom, intuition, and personal
experience. In addition to a rich range of scholars, this volume includes a kind of call and response feature between
scholars and prominent members of the BGLO community.
The first comprehensive examination of the early blues industry and the music it produced
In a vibrant and passionate exploration of the twentieth-century civil rights and black power eras in American history,
Martin uses cultural politics as a lens through which to understand the African-American freedom struggle. In the
transformative postwar period, the intersection between culture and politics became increasingly central to the AfricanAmerican fight for equality. In freedom songs, in the exuberance of an Aretha Franklin concert, in Faith Ringgold's
exploration of race and sexuality, the personal and social became the political.
In the 1920s and 1930s, Edwina “Salt” Evelyn and Jewel “Pepper” Welch learned to tap dance on street corners in New
York and Philadelphia. By the 1940s, they were Black show business headliners, playing Harlem’s Apollo Theater with
the likes of Count Basie, Fats Waller and Earl “Fatha” Hines. Their exuberant tap style, usually performed by men,
earned them the respect of their male peers and the acclaim of audiences. Based on extensive interviews with Salt and
Pepper, this book chronicles for the first time the lives and careers of two overlooked female performers who succeeded
despite the racism, sexism and homophobia of the Big Band era.
Looking and Listening: Conversations between Modern Art and Music invites the art and music lover to place these two
realms of creative endeavor into an open dialog. Although the worlds of music and visual art often seem to take separate
paths, they are usually parallel. Conductor and art connoisseur Brenda Leach takes unique pairings of well-known visual
art works and musical compositions from the twentieth century to identify the shared sources of inspiration, as well as
similarities in theme, style, and technique, to explore the historical and cultural influences on the great artists and
composers in the twentieth century. Looking and Listening asks and answers: What does jazz have in common with
paintings by Stuart Davis and Piet Mondrian? How did Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue affect the work of artist Arthur
Dove? How did painter Georgia O’Keeffe and composer Aaron Copland capture the spirit of a youthful America entering
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the twentieth century? What did Kandinsky and Schoenberg share in their artistic visions? Leach takes readers on a
whirlwind tour of the lives of these artists, surveying many of the key movements in the twentieth century by comparing
representative works from the modern masters of the visual arts and music. Leach’s refreshing and innovation approach
will interest those passionate about twentieth-century art and music and is ideal for any student or instructor, museum
docent, or music programmer seeking to draw the lines of connection between these two art forms.
A Blues Bibliography, Second Edition is a revised and enlarged version of the definitive blues bibliography first published
in 1999. Material previously omitted from the first edition has now been included, and the bibliography has been
expanded to include works published since then. In addition to biographical references, this work includes entries on the
history and background of the blues, instruments, record labels, reference sources, regional variations and lyric
transcriptions and musical analysis. The Blues Bibliography is an invaluable guide to the enthusiastic market among
libraries specializing in music and African-American culture and among individual blues scholars.
This comprehensive two-volume set brings together all aspects of the blues from performers and musical styles to record
labels and cultural issues, including regional evolution and history. Organized in an accessible A-to-Z format, the
Encyclopedia of the Blues is an essential reference resource for information on this unique American music genre. For a
full list of entries, contributors, and more, visit the Encyclopedia of the Blues website.
Stepping is a complex performance that melds folk traditions with popular culture and involves synchronized percussive
movement, singing, speaking, chanting, and drama. Elizabeth C. Fine's stunningly elaborate and vibrant portrayal of the
cultural politics of stepping draws on interviews with individuals on college campuses and steppers and stepping coaches
from high schools, community groups, churches, and dance organizations. Soulstepping is the first book to document the
history of stepping, its roots in African and African American culture, and its transformation by churches, schools, and
social groups into a powerful tool for instilling group identity and community involvement.
How will patterns of human interaction with the earth's eco-system impact on biodiversity loss over the long term--not in
the next ten or even fifty years, but on the vast temporal scale be dealt with by earth scientists? This volume brings
together data from population biology, community ecology, comparative biology, and paleontology to answer this
question.
Ethnomusicology: A Research and Information Guide is an annotated bibliography of books, recordings, videos, and websites in
the field of ethnomusicology. The book is divided into two parts; Part One is organised by resource type in catagories of greatest
concern to students and scholars. This includes handbooks and guides; encyclopedias and dictionaries; indexes and
bibliographies; journals; media sources; and archives. It also offers annotated entries on the basic literature of ethnomusicological
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history and research. Part Two provides a list of current publications in the field that are widely used by ethnomusicologists.
Multiply indexed, this book serves as an excellent tool for librarians, researchers, and scholars in sorting through the massive
amount of new material that has appeared in the field over the past decades.
For over two centuries, in the North as well as the South, both within their own community and in the public arena, African
Americans have presented their bodies in culturally distinctive ways. Shane White and Graham White consider the deeper
significance of the ways in which African Americans have dressed, walked, danced, arranged their hair, and communicated in
silent gestures. They ask what elaborate hair styles, bright colors, bandanas, long watch chains, and zoot suits, for example, have
really meant, and discuss style itself as an expression of deep-seated cultural imperatives. Their wide-ranging exploration of black
style from its African origins to the 1940s reveals a culture that differed from that of the dominant racial group in ways that were
often subtle and elusive. A wealth of black-and-white illustrations show the range of African American experience in America,
emanating from all parts of the country, from cities and farms, from slave plantations, and Chicago beauty contests. White and
White argue that the politics of black style is, in fact, the politics of metaphor, always ambiguous because it is always indirect. To
tease out these ambiguities, they examine extensive sources, including advertisements for runaway slaves, interviews recorded
with surviving ex-slaves in the 1930s, autobiographies, travelers' accounts, photographs, paintings, prints, newspapers, and
images drawn from popular culture, such as the stereotypes of Jim Crow and Zip Coon.
From record album liner notes to serious academic pieces, Martin Williams has been perceptively chronicling the development of
jazz for over three decades. In this, his newest collection of jazz writings, Williams brings together many of his best pieces and
covers new ground, with short columns on Teddy Wilson and George Winston and a longer article, "How Long Has This Been
Going On?," examining the current state of jazz. In this last work, Williams notes that jazz is experiencing a period of "stylistic
retrenchment or, if you will, a period of conservatism," and questions the fusion of jazz with rock. Williams cites the opinion of
Wynton Marsalis and a number of other musicians, who "seem to see the whole fusion thing as a kind of commercial opportunism
and artistic blind alley, maybe even a betrayal of the music." Arranged roughly according to the form of the writing (music reviews,
profiles, etc.) the pieces included here examine the musicianship of jazz greats from Sidney Bechet to Ornette Coleman, including
Lionel Hampton, Lee Konitz, Art Farmer, and others. There are also thought pieces on the development and direction of jazz and
jazz scholarship. Together, these works provide an insightful overview of the development of jazz over the past twenty years.
"The history of American dance reflects the nation's tangled culture. Dancers from wildly different backgrounds watched, imitated,
and stole from one another. Audiences everywhere embraced the result as deeply American. Chronicling dance from the minstrel
stage to the music video, Megan Pugh shows how freedom--that nebulous, contested American ideal--emerged as a genredefining aesthetic. Ballerinas mingled with slumming thrill-seekers, and hoedowns showed up on elite opera-house stages. Steps
invented by slaves captivated the British royalty and the Parisian avant-garde. Dances were better boundary crossers than their
dancers, however, and the racism and class conflicts that haunt everyday life shadow American dance as well. Center stage in
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America Dancing is a cast of performers who slide, glide, stomp, and swing their way through history. At the nadir of U.S. race
relations, cakewalkers embraced the rhythms of black America. On the heels of the Harlem Renaissance, Bill Robinson tapdanced to stardom. At the height of the Great Depression, Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers unified highbrow and popular art. In the
midst of 1940s patriotism, Agnes de Mille brought jazz and square dance to ballet, then took it all to Broadway. In the decades to
come, the choreographer Paul Taylor turned pedestrian movements into modern masterpiecds, and Michael Jackson moonwalked
his way to otherworldly stardom. These artists both celebrated and criticized the country, all while inspiring others to get moving.
For it is partly by pretending to be other people, Pugh argues, that Americans discover themselves ... America Dancing
demonstrates the centrality of dance in American art, life, and identity, taking us to watershed moments when the nation worked
out a sense of itself through public movement"--Publisher's description.
The rich history and social significance of the “Divine Nine” African American Greek-letter organizations is explored in this
comprehensive anthology. In the long tradition of African American benevolent and secret societies, intercollegiate African
American fraternities and sororities have strong traditions of fostering brotherhood and sisterhood among their members, exerting
considerable influence in the African American community and being in the forefront of civic action, community service, and
philanthropy. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Toni Morrison, Arthur Ashe, and Sarah Vaughn are just a few of the trailblazing members
of these organizations. African American Fraternities and Sororities places the history of these organizations in context, linking
them to other movements and organizations that predated them and tying their history to the Civil Rights movement. It explores
various cultural aspects of the organizations, such as auxiliary groups, branding, calls, and stepping, and highlights the unique role
of African American sororities.
The first comprehensive, fully documented history of a uniquely American art form, exploring all aspects of the intricate musical
and social exchange that evolved from Afro-Irish percussive step dances like the jig, gioube, buck-and-wing, and juba to the work
of such contemporary tap luminaries as Gregory Hines, Brenda Bufalino, Dianne Walker, and Savion Glover.
"This annotated discography covers the first 50 years of audio recordings by black artists in chronological order, music made in the
"acoustic era" of recording technology. The book has cross-referenced bibliographical information on recording sessions and
appendices on field recordings; Caribbean, Mexican and South American recordings; piano rolls performed by black artists; and a
filmography"--Provided by publisher.
Sports Matters brings critical attention to the centrality of race within the politics and pleasures of the massive sports culture that
developed in the U.S. during the past century and a half.
Cholly Atkins's career has spanned an extraordinary era of American dance. He began performing during Prohibition and continued his
apprenticeship in vaudeville, in nightclubs, and in the army during World War II. With his partner, Honi Coles, Cholly toured the country,
performing with such jazz masters as Louis Armstrong, Cab Calloway, and Count Basie. As tap reached a nadir in the fifties, Cholly created
the new specialization of "vocal choreography," teaching rhythm-and-blues singers how to perform their music by adding rhythmical dance
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steps drawn from twentieth-century American dance, from the Charleston to rhythm tap. For the burgeoning Motown record label, Cholly
taught such artists as the Supremes, Smokey Robinson and the Miracles, the Temptations, Gladys Knight and the Pips, and Marvin Gaye to
command the stage in ways that would enhance their performances and "sell" their songs. Class Act tells of Cholly's boyhood and coming of
age, his entry into the dance world of New York City, his performing triumphs and personal tragedies, and the career transformations that
won him gold records and a Tony for choreographing Black and Blue on Broadway. Chronicling the rise, near demise, and rediscovery of tap
dancing, the book is both an engaging biography and a rich cultural history.
"Modern Moves examines the movement of social dances between "black" and "white" cultural groups and immigrant and migrant
communities during the early twentieth century. It focuses on Manhattan, a Black Atlantic capital into which diverse people and dances flowed
and intermingled, and out of which new dances were marketed globally"-Explores the meaning of dance and the interrelation of music, song, and dance in African American culture
Writing at the dynamic intersection of dance and performance studies. Of the Presence of the Body gathers nine original essays by eminent
scholars in the fields of dance and performance studies. Its focus is the historical, cultural and political contexts that inform choreographic and
dance practices and critical readings of dance—in other words, how dance operates as critical discourse. The question that runs throughout
the essays is the theoretical and political problem of "how dances come to be seen," how the presence of the body leaves its mark on critical
theories and performances. Focusing exclusively on 20th century dance, the interdisciplinary perspectives range from history to race studies,
deconstruction, Marxist theory, feminist theory, literary studies and feminist ethnography. The anthology provides an overview of the current
methodologies and theoretical developments in the field of dance studies. These essays expand our understanding of the performing body,
and their organization around the epistemological problem in dance studies—the dynamics of seeing, remembering and writing—will make the
collection useful for classes in dance criticism and theory, cultural theory, performance studies, and aesthetics. CONTRIBUTORS: Barbara
Browning, Ramsey Burt, Thomas De Frantz, Mark Franko, André Lepecki, Karmen MacKendrick, Susan Manning, Randy Martin, Peggy
Phelan.
This documented history reconstructs the song performances of each annual production of the Ziegfeld Follies from 1907 to 1931. In so
doing, it demonstrates the important role of song in facilitating the comedy and spectacle for which the Follies are better known.
Southern folklife is the heart of southern culture. Looking at traditional practices still carried on today as well as at aspects of folklife that are
dynamic and emergent, contributors to this volume of The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture examine a broad range of folk traditions.
Moving beyond the traditional view of folklore that situates it in historical practice and narrowly defined genres, entries in this volume
demonstrate how folklife remains a vital part of communities' self-definitions. Fifty thematic entries address subjects such as car culture,
funerals, hip-hop, and powwows. In 56 topical entries, contributors focus on more specific elements of folklife, such as roadside memorials,
collegiate stepping, quinceanera celebrations, New Orleans marching bands, and hunting dogs. Together, the entries demonstrate that
southern folklife is dynamically alive and everywhere around us, giving meaning to the everyday unfolding of community life.
The Oxford Handbook of Dance and the Popular Screen offers new ways of understanding dance on the popular screen in new scholarly
arguments drawn from dance studies, performance studies, and film and media studies. Through these arguments, it demonstrates how this
dance in popular film, television, and online videos can be read and considered through the different bodies and choreographies being
shown.
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